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The fundamentals …
Principle 1 : Our aim is to change performance over time
Principle 2 : Stocks drive performance at all times

Principle 3 : Stocks are only changed by their own in- and out-Flows
(rates of gain and loss)
Principle 4 : All Flow-rates depend on existing Stocks (and/or Decisions
and External factors)
… causing feedback that can drive change or slow it down

The AgileSD process

(… if you need to build a model from nothing!)

1. Specify the desired performance over time

… properly defined
and quantified

2. Link that performance to changes in stocks

3. Show how stocks need to accumulate over time
4. Identify impact of interdependence … and decisions

The core system model driving
performance

Actions and
decisions

Plus extensions to handle further issues : stock-quality,
pipelines for people and other items, intangibles …

Improved
performance

Sometimes the Objective is not “caused by” a Stock – it is
the Stock : e.g. minimise the Infected people

AgileSD still works, but start at step-2 …
Step 2 … our Objective for how the Stock changes over time. Infected people
Step 3 … what Flows drive changes to the Stock? New-infected people per week … people
recover per week (or die!).

Step 4 … what Stocks or Decisions drive those flow-rates? Contact with alreadyinfected people … Infected people recover … social-distancing … vaccination
Feedback from Stocks driving their own flow-rates. Infected people infect more
people (reinforcing) … the disease runs out of people to infect (balancing)

Why do systems cause problems?
Critical factors accumulate over long periods … so we see big delays from action
to results, and consequences continue for many years
There is interdependence in the system … so numerous choices need to be
right, on multiple issues to improve things
Many feedback mechanisms exist … so changes accelerate (good + bad),
or improvements stall or back-fire
Numerous thresholds exist … so good changes do nothing until a
tipping point is reached – or we get bad surprises!

… and all apply also to intangibles … state-of-mind, data, quality
System dynamics deals explicitly and quantitatively with all these mechanisms.
Agent-based modelling and discrete-event simulation offer similar contributions, suited to particular classes of problem.

The good news …
It is now easier, faster and more reliable to build dynamic
models than to tackle the same problem – badly – with
spreadsheets or econometric methods
… and models are easy to understand.

Case example – business improvements …
Fewer accidents and injuries

Fewer data-security breaches
Reduced energy use – and greenhouse-gas emissions!

"Digital Transformation"
(… for the British Standards Institution)

"What we believe … "
Adopt BSI Management
Standards

Improve the problematic issue

+
Get wider business benefits

But only with "leadership" and staff engagement
… but how does this work?

Business improvement – time-chart of the outcome we
want to improve
illness and injury cases per month
frequency and scale of data losses
energy use per month (emissions per month)
time and cost of processes throughout the business
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Business improvement – drivers of problem outcomes
hazards and risks
opportunities for data-loss or attack
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sub-optimal business processes
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Online 'game' to experience how BSI standards drive
improvements bit.ly/BSIenergy

Online 'game' to experience how BSI standards drive
improvements bit.ly/BSIenergy

Feedback happens when a Stock affects its own flow(s)

… when a Stock drives growth in its own in-flow … e.g. when a population
drives its own birth-rate, or customers recommend others
… when a Stock limits its own in-flow … often for intangible factors e.g.
when satisfaction with a product or service approaches 100%
… when a Stock limits its own out-flow … e.g. as members of a population
die
… when a Stock drives its own out-flow … e.g. when shortage of staff
drives resignations, causing more staff to leave

Mapping all the feedback in a causal-loop diagram
“CLD” … a smoking-control example
‘R’ and ‘B’ loops are highlighted

‘o’ means the dependent item
changes in the opposite direction
to the change in the causal item
‘s’ means the dependent item
changes in the same direction as
the change in the causal item

Cavana, R.Y. and Clifford, L.V., 2006. Demonstrating the utility of system dynamics for public policy analysis in
New Zealand: the case of excise tax policy on tobacco. System Dynamics Review, 22(4), pp.321-348.

More important frameworks … (1) “pipelines” of Stocks

People, things or materials often move through stages …
Children move through kindergarten, junior school, high school and college
Fashion items move from 'the latest thing' to being common, and end up
on the sale-rack

Vehicles start out new and reliable, then need more maintenance
before ending up as clunkers (very unreliable)

“Pipeline” example 1 – a disease out-break …
The basic "SIR" model captures …
… how Susceptible people catch the disease
… then become Infected and infect others (a Reinforcing loop)
… then Recover from the disease.
The out-break slows down as the infection “runs out of” Susceptible
people to infect (a Balancing loop).
Get a set of SIR models at sdl.re/SIR

“Pipeline” example 1 – a disease out-break …
An expanded “SEIRD” model captures changing numbers of people who
are Susceptible, have been Exposed, are Infected, Recovered or Deceased.
This SEIRD model is included in the set at sdl.re/SIR

See also the short course on basic principles and local COVID-19 models : sdl.re/COVIDcourse

“Pipeline” example 2 – how people “adopt” a new product
(or any other new behaviour)
People become Aware and Informed about a product, before becoming
Disloyal and Loyal buyers.
Adapt this model to any case where people must be persuaded to "adopt"
some new behaviour … healthy lifestyles, environmental responsibility or
supporting a religion or political party!
Get the consumer-product model at sdl.re/choicepipeline

More important frameworks … (2) Stock “attributes”

Individuals within populations (Stocks) often vary in some important
"quality" that they possess – and we may want higher-quality (or we
sometimes want lower-quality!):
... some agricultural land produces low crops per acre - some produces more.
... some products are popular with few customers - some are popular with more.

... some Staff have more skills or experience - some have less.
... some Offenders commit more crimes - some commit fewer (we want
less of this!)

A Stock’s quality is an “Attribute” of the items in the Stock
If the Stock is the quantity of water in a bath-tub, the Attribute
is the temperature of that water (strictly, the heat it holds).

What do you do if you want a warmer bath?
… add hotter water.
… remove colder water (and in these
cases, we can select colder molecules!)
… heat up the water (do not try this
for real!)

“Attributes” example 1 – call-centre staff-skills …
How the average skills of staff in a call-center change
… hiring adds people with few skills
… training adds skills to the staff
… turnover takes away skills with staff who leave

See the model at sdl.re/BMstaff5c
This Call-centre wants more staff over 24 months and to maintain average skilllevels, but it is failing at both!

“Attributes” example 2 – Offenders and crime-rate …

The crime-rate changes, due to …
… adding new crimes/month by new Offenders
… loss of Offenders who give up committing crimes
… changes to the offending rate of current Offenders
Here, is a scenario for how these factors could
change the total crime rate in a city over 5 years.
See the model at sdl.re/crimerate
(this does not match the London Transport case)

Other resources …
Simple, free course on building business models sdl.re/modeling-gettingstarted/
.. and the full business modelling course at sdl.re/modeling
Software User Guide videos sdl.re/SheetlessGuide

A paper on this modeling discipline : sdl.re/AgileSD
Short Linked-In articles on “What is a Stock” sdl.re/LIPstock
and the AgileSD process sdl.re/LIPagileSD

… more at strategydynamics.com and youtube.com/strategydynamics

